
Jar - mason jar, wreck jar, etc. 
All-purpose flour
Water
Kitchen scale
Spoon or utensil to mix

There are many different starters you can
create. Some will use all-purpose flour, while
some will make rye or whole wheat starters. 
Don't make a starter with all-purpose flour
but sometimes use whole wheat
for simplicity, I always have a starter that is
with mixed with all-purpose flour

a kitchen scale is absolutely necessary

Materials needed:

Important rule of thumb:
*Choose one flour and always stick to the same
flour for your starter feeding time after time. 

*Weigh your ingredients for best accuracy
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Mix a starter with a ratio of 1:1 flour to water.
This is considered a 100% hydrated starter.

to start, begin with 50 g flour to 50 g water
Lightly cover you jar giving it room to "breathe"

 ex: place the cap over a mason jar without
screwing the lid on
 ex: lightly cover your bowl with plastic wrap
or linen towel

Let rise for 4 -12 hours depending on
temperature

4 hours for hotter temps
 12  - 16 hours for a cold kitchen

 Discard roughly 3/4 of mix and refeed,
repeating the process. 

For more accuracy or often better results,
weigh your starter at each feeding making
sure you're mixing 25% of starter to the rest
of the dough weight
for example: 25 g starter: 50 g flour: 50 g
water

 Repeat this process for 5 - 7 days feeding 1-2x
per day until your starter is bubbly and has
doubled in size. Now your starter is considered
"mature"

Creating your starter:
1.

a.
2.

a.

b.

3.

a.
b.

4.

a.

b.

5.

*If you want to quickstart the process, start with
someone else's mature starter. From here you'll
only need to feed a few times before it will be
ready to use! You can purchase my starter here.
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Sourdough Stater 101
Troubleshooting/FAQS

This is called a hooch - a liquid that differs in color. Your
starter simply hasn't been fed for a while so extra bacteria
has surfaced. Discard this part and re-feed like normal.

Could be a few things - either you need to wait longer to let
it rise depending on temperature, or it's not mature yet. I
recommend keeping your starter in the warmest place in
your kitchen for optimal starter rise/strength. 
Make sure your measurements are right when feeding - I
find that a stiffer starter is more active than an
overhydrated one. To be sure your starter measurements
are correct start your feeding in a new jar. Mix 25 g starter,
50 g flour and 50 g water for accuracy. If it still is having
trouble do 15 g starter, 50 g flour and 50 g water

Starter can be kept in the fridge if you won't be using.
Usually it can be fed once a week while kept in the fridge. If
you leave it longer than that no biggie. Simply refresh &
refeed your starter 2x a day for a few days to activate it
again. 
When I know I will be gone & not feeding my starter for a
while I will feed it like normal and leave it at room temp for
2-4 hours, then put it in the fridge to rest until I return. 

NO! Sourdough starters are very resilient. Depending on
how long it's been since a feeding, it may take extra work
to activate it again but they rarely ever die. 

Why is my starter liquid-y on top?

 Why won't my starter rise?

What do I do if I can't feed my starter everyday or I leave
town?

Can my starter die?



No - but always feed with a 1:1 ratio of flour to
water. If you decrease the weight of your feed, for
example: 30 g flour and water, then readjust the
amount of starter your discarding/mixing with,
Always feed with 25% starter.

15 g starter: 30 g flour: 30 g water
25 g starter: 50 g flour: 50 g water
50 g starter: 100 g flour: 50 g water, etc.

You can do a float test
scoop out a tablespoon or so of starter and drop
into a bowl of water
if it floats in the water then it's ready for use!

Do I have to feed it 50 grams of flour everytime?

How do I know if my starter is "mature" or "active"?
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